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BOOK REVIEWS 

The War with Mexico. By JUSTIN H. SMITH. (New York: the Mac- 
millan Company, 1919. 2 vols. $10.00 net.) 

In the words of the publisher's announcement, the story of our war 
with Mexico is here told for the first time. Professor Smith has spent 
more than ten years in collecting and digesting the sources from which 
he has selected his materials. His "intention was to obtain sub- 
stantially all the valuable information regarding [the war] that is in 
existence, and no effort was spared to reach his end." (Preface, pp. 
vii, viii.) The archives of six nations, of many Mexican and American 
states, numerous public libraries and private collections, were sifted. 
Over 100,000 manuscripts, 1200 books and pamphlets, and 200 period- 
icals, were examined, and useful material was gathered by correspond- 
ence and conversation with veterans of the war, and with Mexicans and 
foreigners during a year's residence in the neighboring country. Prob- 
ably nine tenths of the material used is new. 

The diplomatic and military archives of the belligerent nations, 
hitherto unsearched for this topic, and even the published documents, 
through careful comparison with their originals, yielded important 
modifications to our previously available fund of information. It is 
now shown that contemporary official reports were faulty through 
omissions or were tinged with statements or inferences due to ulterior 
motives. Thus the author feels that in his presentation "approxi- 
mate verity has been reached". (Preface, p. ix.) 

Chronologically, the treatment involves practically the first half of 
the nineteenth century. The first one hundred pages or so of the first 
volume are devoted to the preliminaries of the conflict by a portrayal 
of the Mexicans, their social and political education as colonials and 
after Independence, and the relations of Mexico and the United States 
to the eve of the outbreak of hostilities. 

At this point the method is intensified by comparative studies of 
the American and Mexican attitudes toward the inevitable struggle. 
The reader is then carried through the war's activities, political, diplo- 
matic, military, and naval. In the conclusion the work takes a resump- 
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tive character, treating what seem residual but are nevertheless essen- 
tial phases, such as the character of the Americans as conquerors, the 
problems of the treaty of peace, finances of the war, the effect of Amer- 
ican politics on its prosecution, and foreign relations. Few works 
have come in recent years from the pen of an American historian which 
have shown more nearly perfect deftness in arranging and portraying, 
and, for the most part, in interpreting the men, motives, and events of 
the epoch concerned. 

While the methods of assembling materials is "scientific", the treat- 
ment is nationalistic and literary, the work being a happy combination 
such as William E. Foster finds to be the tertium quid whereby the skil- 
ful writer may avoid both Scylla and Charybdis in his effort to hold 
at once the confidence of the student and the interest of the general 
reader. The scenes, the men, and events of the war are presented 
with vividness of color, of personality, and of movement. Certain 
passages, as the following, are even dramatic in quality: 

Mexico, however, reported a British Minister, judged merely by outward 
appearances, is a perfectly different thing from Mexico seen in the Interior. 
One might be presented with a dozen houses and all their contents, yet go to 
bed on the sidewalk hungry. These friends and comrades are daily intriguing 
and conspiring against one another. Talk with an eloquent declaimer, and you 
will find his beautiful ideas vague and impractical. Discuss with him, and you 
will either excite wrath by demolishing his opinions or earn contempt-since he 
suspects in his heart that he is an ignoramus-by letting him vanquish you. 
Notice how lightly they speak of religion. That is considered good form. The 
Church is to be regarded as an institution for the women. But at the bottom 
almost everyone is mortally afraid of the hereafter, as a child is afraid of the 
dark, and when seriously ill is ready to grovel before a priest. The apparent 
robustness of these men, due largely to their indolence, is too often undermined 
by Cyprian accidents, which are confessed without hesitation. Hardly one of the 
husbands is loyal to his vows, while the other sex care only to elude numberless 
watchful eyes, and observe a strict regard for appearances; and in the lower 
walks a mother will quite readily sell her daughter's good name. However, 
courtesy is delightful whatever lies behind it, and if a person will try to eat a 
picture of grapes, he should blame himself for his disappointment. Tempera- 
ment, environment, and education make sangfroid and intellectual mastery im- 
possible here; and in a world where passionate men and women grow up in tra- 
ditions of idleness and self-indulgence they can hardly be expected, especially 
with the bad example of their priests before them, to be distinguished for self- 
restraint. 

Some occupy themselves with . . . business, politics, or social events- 
and a few talk of science and poetry. Yonder. goes a millionaire . . . at 
sight of whom all hats come off . . . but another . . . appears to the 
crowd a greater man, for he is . . . the matador. But most, perhaps, are 
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thinking and talking of love and pleasure. . . . Now and then one sees a 
pretty woman on the arm of her bold lover, showing herself proudly to the world, 
while the husband follows on behind as best he can; and here and there a scowl- 
ing, discarded friend looks out from behind a post with a knife clutched behind 
him. 

Would you see a little more? Then visit the barrio Santa Anna, and watch 
men with bloodshot eyes and women in red petticoats and loose, open chemi- 
settes dancing a fandango, or plung into a lepero's dive and watch the pariahs 
gambling sedately with a bloody knife on the table before them, while down 
in one corner a crouching woman moans and mutters over a prostrate figure. 
But how lightly all is done, even the tragedies, compared with northern depth 
and seriousness. In a sense we feel we are observing children. (I. 27-28.) 

This passage is the culmination of a portrayal of Mexico intended to 
show that 

little in the material, mental, and moral spheres was really sound in the Mexico 
of 1845. . . . Evidently her people had few qualifications for self-govern- 
ment. Evidently, too, they were unlikely to handle in the best manner a grave 
and complicated question requiring all possible sanity of judgment and perfect 
self-control; and, in particular, misunderstandings between them and a nation 
like the United States were not only sure to arise but sture to prove troublesome. 
(I. 28). 

The deduction is true, but the illustration is a trifle highly colored, 
what Blasco lbaniez would call "geografia pintoresca"; for, whatever 
the ineptitude of Mexico for self-government or repulsion of foreign 
aggression, recourse need hardly be had to pictures of the gutter alnd 
the brothel to prove the point. 

This style of treatment seems, as one begins the book, to be directed 
solely against the Mexicans, whether people, government, army, or 
presidents. But as one proceeds the impression of bias is rectified by 
the baldness with which American short-comings are described. For 
instance, this is hardly blind patriotism: 

When in camp below New Orleans the troops were guilty of some "sky-larking" 
-that is to say, plundering; and when they entered the enemy's country they 
became, said a regular officer, "the living embodiment of a moral pestilence. 
Crime followed in their footsteps, and wherever they trod, they left indelible 
traces of infamy." To meet their wishes, disorderly establishments of every 
kind sprang up, and the streets were constantly filled with drunken, brawling, 
insolent officers and men carrying arms. One of them drew a pistol on the 
British consul because his cane was black; many depredations were committed; 
and before the tenth of July at least five or six harmless persons were shot down 
for amusement... . (II. 211). 

The blackest shadow in the picture, however, was New Mexico. Armijo had 
compensated the people for his tyranny and robbery by permitting them every 
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sort of license in their social relations. Virtue was little known and less valued. 
Even women fought duels with dirks or butcher-knives. Dances, at which all 
classes mingled in the revelry, were the chief amusements; the church bells an- 
nounced them; and at the mass one heard the same music, played by the same 
musicians. Gambling and cock-fighting stood next in esteem, perhaps; and then 
came other vices that seemed more precisely necessities than ornaments of exist- 
ence. . . . (II. 216). 

The soldiers were not willing to do what little work there was, and they 
scorned regulations. "The dirtiest, rowdiest crew I have ever seen collected 
together," was a responsible British traveler's description of the American 
forces; and a soldier wrote in his diary, "A more drunken and depraved set, I 
am sure, can never be found." To be liked, an officer had to be lax, and to be 
unpopular was liable to mean-as good officers learned, a pistol or a sabre in one's 
face. Half the captains, a letter said, could be found every night in bad places. 
* . . Gross outrages appear' to have been few. But the drunken, brawling, 
overbearing volunteers despised the men about them and showed it; and the 
latter, flouted at every turn, and in particular robbed of their women, scowled 
and brooded with all the ferocity of an indolent but passionate, jealous race, and 
plied the knife when they dared. (II. 216-217). 

The characterizations of the actors in the play are at times sharp, 
but always interesting. Canalizo was "a faithful dog that had been 
kicked one time too many" (II. 68); Ciriaco Vazquez was a brave 
man-he died at his post when so many lived to fight another day; 
Anaya had a "rather sour and curdled face"; Valencia was "a conspir- 
ator, a drunkard, a dolt, and a volcano" (II. 88). Gorostiza, the 
boundary negotiator, was "a witty, agreeable man of the world, but 
not a topographer, a lawyer, or even a diplomat" (II. 62, 64). Presi- 
dent Herrera, "was an honest; reasonable, and patriotic citizen", but 
even he, fallen, "left the palace with the entire body of his loyal officers 
and officials, his mild face and his respectable side-whiskers-in one 
hired cab" (II. 99). 

If the Mexican reader be little inclined to relish these thrusts, he 
may console himself with the treatment of some of the Americans. 
Anthony Butler was "a national disgrace, a bully and swashbuckler", 
and a "cantankerous incompetent rascal" (II. 62). Twiggs was en- 
dowed with brains that were "merely what happened to be left over 
from the making of his spinal cord" (II. 48); Pillow, after his fiasco at 
Cerro Gordo, "shot all to pieces, as he said, by a cannister bullet, 
retired at a run" (II. 57). Cadwalader, a "polished veteran of Chest- 
nut Street parades", comes to fame along with "the gentlemanly 
Franklin Pierce, a social and political hero of Concord, New Hamp- 
shire" (IL 78). Now aind then sarcasm is replaced by the direct blow, 
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for instance the volunteer establishment was "officered by loafers 
without merit . . .. some of whom had been run out of the service 
for bad conduct before the enemy" (II. 76). 

There is, then, no effort to gloze over with soft words the conduct of 
Americans, or to paint as statesmanlike our conduct of the war. Even 
Polk, who might have been spared, as President, his squeaky shoes and 
tight pants, is given his full mead of responsibility for dunderheaded- 
ness. Taylor's incompetence, insubordination, and insufferable ambi- 
tion are offset by his fatherliness and unflinching personal courage. 
The crudity of our politics and our ghastly incompetence are redeemed 
somewhat by the portrait of Scott, who here moves as more of a gentle- 
man and soldier than tradition has preserved. 

The conduct of the war leaves us little to be proud of save the almost 
unfailing courage of the men under fire, for "when dangers thickened 
and death talked more familiarly face to face, the men seemed to rise 
above every terror" (II. 54). But for this quality we might ask why, 
in spite of Mexican ineffectualness, we won the war at all, for: 

While the Congress of the United States did not approach that of Mexico 
in badness, there was too much resemblance. . . . For an elect body our 
Congress fell below all reasonable expectatioins. The comedy of its political 
mnanoeuvres was only surpassed by the tragedy of them. Amos Kendall said, 
after the hostilities began, "There can be no peace with that people but through 
victory or with dishonor", and any person of judgment could see this; yet preju- 
dices, -passions, and interests prevented many from honestly supporting a national 
war, and turned not a few into virtual enemies of their country. Markoe wrote 
from Vera Cruz with reference to Clay, Webster, Gallatin, and others of their 
school, "These great men have by their speeches done more to prevent peace 
than though they had each of them severally arrayed 10,000 Mexicans against 
Scott. . 

To think of giving him so small an army that the Mexicans felt posi- 
tively ashamed to yield! And then to reflect how politics went into the army 
itself, endangering the lives of men and the fortunes of the country through 
unfit appointments. "How we have been gulled and led about," exclaimed a 
soldier, "by a set of political demagogues, who, regardless of the fearful respon- 
sibility, have forced themselves into positions they possess no qualifications to 
fill, with a hope thereby to promote their future political aggrandizement!" 
(II. 313-314). 

It is worth while to examine with some detention of interest the 
development of the thesis that the war was "an episode that has been 
regarded in the United States and abroad as quite discreditable to us, 
[but] now appears to wear quite a different complexion" (Preface, p. 
ix). The preparation for this conclusion begins at the outset, as is 
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shown by the first excerpt quoted above. The next step is the more 
correctly gloomy characterization of the political inheritance from 
Spain, and of the tortuous mazes of Mexican politics after independ- 
ence. At the end of this turbulent period, through which the sinister 
figure of Santa Anna now struts, now dodges, and then crawls, when 
the arch plotter had been banished, and his successor Herrera had 
failed to unite the bickering factions, "many prayed for some respect- 
able despot, many for a foreign prince, and some of the more thought- 
ful suggested cautiously an American protectorate" (I. 56). 

The reasons for the troubles at the time of the ministry of Poinsett 
were many. Some of them were caused by that minister's attempts 
to negotiate treaties concerning boundaries and commerce and amity. 
These difficulties are set forth by the author, but the initial cause of 
the suspicious frame of mind of the Mexicans, namely our desire to 
purchase Mexican territory, coupled with our intent to push the line 
farther south than the Mexicans wished, is hardly emphasized with 
impartial appreciation. Nor is Poinsett's partisanship in the masonic- 
political agitation of his period adduced as a comprehensible reason 
why the Mexicans should suspect the activities of the Americans. 

To this suspicion, and to the delay until 1832 over boundaries and 
commerce, were added border troubles over Indian raids, smuggling, 
and the Texas question. In these we ourselves were not quite blame- 
less, though practically so, for, as in the Texas matter, our "few tres- 
passes against the law of neutrality were in substance only just retri- 
bution for the tyranny, misgovernment, and atrocities of Mexico. 
In reality, therefore, our skirts were as clean as reasonably could 
have been expected." (I, 63). 

The attempt to justify ethically the course of Manifest Destiny 
should, to be strong, not overlook the psychological cause of the Mex- 
ican attitude-the clutching fear which enervated Spanish policy in 
colonial times, then expressed by the Count de Aranda after our own 
independence, and later dilated upon by Alama6n, himself the initiator 
of Mexico's policy toward the Anglo-Saxon advance. If the author 
means by adducing proof that Mexico played the timorous, the illog- 
ical, the incompetent, or the atrocious part in the contact, whereas 
the Americans acted as potential conquerors, usually with technical 
correctness, but always with a land-hungry, onward pushing stride 
because they were the stronger, if he means in short, that the course of 
events was natural and inevitable, given the characters of the two 
peoples, his case is clear. But to justify politically or morally all of 
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the steps or all of the motives by which we were placed in a situation 
where war was inevitable is an argument to the effect that might makes 
right. 

The theme goes on through the administrations of Jackson and 
Polk, showing that both were patient beyond need, and strove to avoid 
war or taking territory from Mexico. The points are well put. One 
of the best worked out is the demonstration that Mexico held the belief, 
backed by foreign opinion, that she would win if war came. This 
offers a new interpretation to explain our pre-war ebulliency, for we 
did not anticipate how difficult it would be to "revel in the Halls of 
the Montezumas". 

Professor Smith denies that desire for more slave area, or for Cali- 
fornia, or the Texas boundary, were real causes of the conflict. Nor 
did Polk cherish secret ambition for expansion. The war was essen- 
tially due to the annexation of Texas, but the general cause of hostili- 
ties was the series of unpleasant incidents, from Poinsett to Slidell, 
which had been used as stock in trade by Mexican politicians to foster 
hatred for the United States. Paredes used this tradition to bring on 
war to cement his power. Hence an attack upon our army was ordered. 
"This was the precise cause of the war," (I. 190). 

As a nationalistic, partisan history, the book makes a good case for 
the author's contention. If it had been written from the continental 
rather than the national viewpoint, the element of justification for the 
acts of one party or other to the conflict would have received less 
attention. Not the rancors precedent to a conflict, but the event of it, 
the gain in well-being of peoples, justify wars. The clash of psychol- 
ogies along the southern border takes a trend almost purely bio- 
logical.' There is no question of justification for the hound that catches 
the hare, nor culpability for the hare that is caught. There is inexor- 
ableness. The Mexican War was inexorable. Our new American 
Southwest is the justification-of Darwin. 

HERBERT INGRAM PRIESTLEY. 

Present and Past Baniking in Mexico. By WALTER FLAVIUS MCCALEB. 

(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1920. Pp. xxii, 269. $2.00.) 

This volume is the first to be published of the researches carried on 
under the auspices of the Foundation for the study of Mexican affairs 
established by Mr. E. L. Doheny of Los Angeles in 1917. In the words 
of the author, the book is an attempt "to trace the history of the credit 
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